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Abstract 
  This article analyzes economic cycle of china in angle of markov switching. 
Based on quality of economic growth rate, we establish model with markov 
switching. A quality of model import a dummy variable which can separate the series 
into two parts. Then erect model of growth rate of consumption and investment. 
Through the graph of smoothed probability of rate of economy , we obtain the same 
cycle to others way before reformation .the cycle have a little difference after opening 
and reform, but period of contraction have longer time, especially recent years. This 
can explain stability of economy, which is owned to adjustment of government. The 
model estimates that period of expansion is 3 years, and period of contraction is 3.5 
years. 2005 and 2006 years is the state of expansion. Because period of expansion is 3 
years, we predict that 2007 year is the state of expansion. Olympic Games will stage 
in 2008 . Development of economy will come to head .We predict that 2009 years is 
turning point of expansion and contraction of economy. In order to avoid of declining , 
government reasonably apply  monetary and fiscal   policy . Comparing to the 
growth rate of consumption and investment, we discovered that the growth of 
consumption is the stablest , especially recent years. This has relation to policy of 
government. The growth rate of investment has best strong influence on growth of 
economy and later effcet also fluctuation of the growth rate is best severe . In order to 
reach wise  investment ,we must rationally apply policy of government . 
Next this article takes advantage of the above analytic results to model , it put 
three variable into vector, then establish a state space model with markov switching. 
The state variable is a new coincident index. Through estimating parameter, it found 
the factor of investment is the best strong , also the smoothed probability of 
coincident index is close to the growth rate of investment ,only absent is recent years. 
This point proved the growth rate of investment is declining and consumption plays 
important role in economy .  Through analyzing ,we can know the factor that drive 















consumption has effect ,but has a little . 
This article’s another quality is based on prior information ,through MCMC 
sampling we can acquire probability of expansion and contraction. This way 
conquered shortness of sample and assessment based on estimated  parameter .   
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第一节  经济周期理论 
对于时间序列变量波动的模型很多，大部分是线性过程。King、Plosser、






文章， Michael Ducker(1999)在 Probit 模型中方差用马尔可夫体制转换 ，估计
时用的是 MCMC 抽样，这是估计方法的一个创新。James 和 Jeremy(2004)卡尔
曼滤波对趋势和波动进行分离，其特点是在状态转移方程中波动部分结合了状态




















































第二节  中国经济周期研究综述 





























































吕光明(2006)通过 CF 滤波分解、付一平(2005)通过 VAR、姜利君(2005) 通





















































































张期的持续时间是 3 年，我们预计 2007 年是扩张期，2008 年是在北京举办奥运
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